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• 200 Million people have GI 
disease at any point in time

• In a day, they will produce 
~60,000,000 litres of diarrhoea

• That is equivalent to all the 
water passing over Victoria 
Falls in one minute

The Bigger Picture



• 2 Billion cases of disease every year 
worldwide

• ~5% of all deaths in low and middle income 
countries are due to diarrhoeal diseases 

• Mostly kills children

• GI pathogens are just one of many that 
collectively pose a serious public health 
problem

• Working in places where even basic 
infrastructure isn’t available is a key problem

• Makes it very difficult to move the compute 
to where the data is

• Key implication is: if we get it right, we can 
save lives

Why it matters



What is Genomics

• I am a bioinformatician, and I 
spend my time working on 
genomics data from bacterial 
pathogens

• Have heard the phrase a lot here, 
but what is Genomics?

• Genomics is a term given to a 
group of technologies

• These technologies allow us to 
explore the genome sequence of 
an organism



What does that mean

DNA encodes the blueprint for virtually
every cell of every organism on the planet

That blueprint defines the features of the 
cell in which it is found

Genomics enables us to 
read this blueprint



ABI “Sanger” sequencers

Ion Torrent
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Roche 454
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Illumina: 500,000,000+ reads/run
454: 1,000,000 reads/run

By means of an introduction…..
Nanopore
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Bottom Line: Sequencing is getting cheaper 
and easier



Global sequencing data is growing fast



Challenges of Biological Big Data

However, the major costs and difficulties do not lie with the generation of 
data, they lie with how we share, store and analyse the data we generate

Informatics expertise

User accessibility of software/hardware

Appropriate compute capacity

Software development

Storage availability

Network capacity

There are many biological analysis platforms available now that make 
producing large, rich complex datasets relatively cheap and easy
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The scale of the problem



320 samples
Approx 6-700GB 

uncompressed data

Sequence Assembly
Each job 4-8GB RAM

1 CPU core
Each job generates 

intermediate files of 
~6GB

Runtime: 1+ hours/job

Sequence mapping
320 jobs

Each job 4GB RAM
1 CPU core

Each job generates 
intermediate files of 

~3GB
Runtime: 1 hour/job

Phylogenomics
1 job, 1+ cores, up to 

128GB RAM
Intermediate file size 

~2+GB
Output file ~2GB
Runtime 1-2 days

Virulence and 
antimicrobial 

resistance screening
320 jobs, single core

100MB ram
Runtime: 5 mins/job

Generates 10-20 small 
files per job

Bayesian modelling
3 jobs, 1 core+, up to 1 

GB RAM
CPU intensive

Runtime: 2 days per 
job

Output file ~10GB
Can use GPUs
Written in Java

Larger RAM HTC HTC

HPC Possibly HPC



At the other end of the scale



This beginning to matter in a lot of new places

Drug
Development

Diagnostics Treatment Selection

Target 
Identification

Public Health



Data, Network, Compute

• “Genomics” is more than a single workload

• Most of genomics workloads may not be 
traditional HPC

• Flexibility is critical
• Likelihood is that along a single pipeline different 

elements will have different bottlenecks

• The one missing part in biology is that we must 
also be very user-centric

• In an ideal world, the infrastructure is 
transparent; it just works, and the users don’t 
even know what it is that they are using

• If HPC is complex, or too hard to use, no matter 
how perfect, PIs will grow their own



These Challenges are not only found inside the 
datacentre

Volume of data generated; 
network speed

Data complexity; 
processing power

Size of data generated; Storage 
and transfer limitations

Data generation
Multiple TB, every 

few days
Transport of data 

from lab

Processing, analysis 
storage and sharing 

of data



The implications 

• HPC systems can’t be islands

• Need to be part of an integrated 
infrastructure

• Need to think about ways to more 
intelligently deliver services

• Move beyond the datacentre to look at 
solutions that can help with our 
problems across the data generation 
chain

• Clearly data and networks are the 
limiting factor outside the datacentre

• BUT: cleverer compute solutions can 
alleviate these difficulties



Looking forwards
Use converged 

architectures to process 
data close to the 

sequencing instruments

Look for new ways to 
use new tools as they 

arise

Move away from 
dedicated HPC towards a 

more flexible software 
defined system





Biological reality

• We don’t need an LHC to generate TB’s of 
data a week

• We do this routinely in a (my) lab

• Poses serious (local) computational 
challenges

• Forces us to consider better how we design 
our (global) infrastructure

• Users need different things (both in terms 
of UI, and compute/storage/etc)

• Users also don’t want to have to care 
about what the hardware is underneath

• Typically the user issues are likely to be the 
main limitation

• The technical stuff is easy; the human 
interaction stuff is hard



Conclusions
• Data, compute and storage are all critical
• Need to think beyond the datacentre
• Software is key

• Need to consider the users in everything ; different users need different things
• Software makes commodity hardware flexible
• Flexibility is easier with software

Bottom line: We need to consider how HPC is presented to biologists 
and what we mean by HPC because if we get it right, we save lives
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Transport

• For many universities and hospitals, the 
local network will be slow (100Mbit)

• To transfer one run from a high end 
sequencing instrument could take 4-5 
days over this network

• A sequencing run takes ~3 days

• Even 1Gbit would take 10+ hours at line 
speed

• Replacing this infrastructure is difficult

• Also problematic as issues can occur 
during transit



Processing, storage and sharing

• Workloads are highly varied

• HTC and HPC

• Range of memory needs

• Produce lots of intermediate 
(and often small files)

• Outside of a focused institute is 
a nightmare to design a single 
system to support this

• Outside of a focused institute 
with a dedicated informatics 
team, is a nightmare for 
sysadmins to support


